This work looked for a unifying theory between physical-biological domain and social sciences. Constructal law unified physical and biological domain by telling the general sense in which flow systems tend to evolve. Management theory looks for relations between institutions and human agency. Although being state of mind entities, institutions follow constructal law. This work proposed the main organization flows are information and credit. Biologic instincts derived from Darwinian natural selection are the driving or blocking forces of such flows. Once biologic instincts systematically block information and credit flows in large numbers, this work proposed every human organization must have institutions to inhibit some behaviors. Those institutions need to be present, at least partially, in formal rules of social groups. This way it is possible to predict expansion or downfall of human groups using objective and quantifiable data. Therefore, further studies may employ classical history to confirm this theory. This work analyzed some case studies to show qualitatively the application of proposed theory. Concluding, this work gave physically-biologically grounded guidance for institutional changes.
Introduction
In management, the prediction of the success or failure of an organization is still an open problem. Yet, it is a capital question in management in practical terms.
In a broader sense, authors do not agree completely on the causes of downfall of societies.
Agency theory is quite old and its principles date back to Adam Smith [1] . Its also need physical assets. But the exchange of any physical material or good involves credit and information. Institutions evolving in the sense of improving those flows make organizations grow powerful. Institutional entrepreneurship in the sense of constraining credit and information flows withers an organization.
A complete credit and information block definitively destroys any organization.
Organizations, being flow systems, compete for resources and the more efficient institutions prevail, and less efficient institutions cease to exist. This way, this work shows an objective and quantifiable law to predict a generic organization future development, gave their physical flows do not suffer blockage.
Credit in the context of this work is an expectation, from the part of society, of future honorable deeds from a person or organization. Credit is formally and publicly defined by socially built symbols, or, in other words, society always institutes a set of credit symbols. Money, social status, titles, hierarchical positions and authority often display credit. In societies or social groups where realizations are a way to obtain credit, people see citations, capital and acknowledgement as symbols of credit.
Some may argue that credit is money, as in the common language. It is not completely true, because money is a tool created by government used to symbolize a particular type of credit, that is, the delivery of goods or services. Money does not obtain other forms of credit alone, like positions at some organizations or academic titles.
Other people may argue that credit is past realization, like it is in academic world, but it is not true in general, that is, people may choose to give titles, authority or money based on future expectations. Credit is the one of the main motivations for people to behave according to rules and to execute orders. Most people do not work nor follow orders without receiving credit. Credit symbols only have value inside a social group. For instance, people cannot use a copper coin from Roman Empire today to buy goods. Human instincts drive people to obtain credit as an end (need of acceptance and recognition) or as a tool to satisfy their physical needs (salary to buy food). Open Journal of Applied Sciences Information in the context of this work is data exchanged between people to guide actions and decisions. For instance, orders and reports are types of information flown inside institutions. Information needs a common protocol between sender and receiver (language) and a physical media, like paper or internet. Information is essential to allow people to act so to some stated needs.
Realization in the context of this work is the production of goods and services, the production of information and production of any innovative ideas. Innovative ideas may be philosophical or mathematical works. People call production of goods and services "economic activity." Research and development is production of information. Realization is one of the main reasons people endure strife and keep efforts, as it is a way of self-expression and to get self-esteem, self-confidence and self-knowledge. 
Assumptions and Method
This section presents underlying assumptions made for this work, followed by the method adopted. The first assumption is that living organisms' behavior mutate slowly over time. This means humankind instincts did not change significantly throughout history. The second assumption is that human brain derives from animal brain according Darwinian evolution. A consequence is that instincts are psychological drives useful in wild life. The third assumption is that institutions are artificial human creations that develop values and desires on individuals and suffer random changes by agency and institutional entrepreneurship. Therefore, institutions drive the behavior of super organisms (organizations) like genes drive individuals' behavior. Because institutions drive organizations behavior and suffer random changes, Darwinian evolution applies to institutions. The fourth assumption is that agency sources are instincts and institutions individuals bring from external organizations, while knowledge and creativity enable agency [4] .
The core proposition is: credit and information are the main organization flows. Mechanisms (institutions) to ease them keep organizations alive. Consequently, institutions must prevent behavior (driven by instincts) blocking those flows. Behavior may block credit and information flows by institutional entrepreneurship (for instance, abolition of private property) or individual non-institutionalized actions (for instance, robbery, deception).
The first step is to analyze qualitatively a pipe element, finding its functions or requirements. After, analogies with organization flows (credit and information) Open Journal of Applied Sciences are set up. In a second step, this work makes an investigation of some human instincts on grounds of Darwinian evolution. The main underlying assumption here is that every psychological drive needs to be useful to pass on the individual genes. Reference [12] adopted a similar approach to understand honeybees' behavior. After, this work discusses those instincts observable effects on human behavior. In a third step, this work shows typical solutions to prevent credit and information flows disruption. In a fourth step, this work presents some case studies. Although a quantitative analysis would be possible, for brevity, this work did a qualitative analysis of those systems to ease comprehension. This work adopted only well-known cases to ease comprehension and critics. This work shows both cases of improving flows and disrupted flows and added an insect social system to show the generality of this law. For the improved flows cases, this work chose the scientific community and for the flow disruption case, it chose the fall of Roman Empire. For the insects' case, this work chose the honey bee society.
Development

Analogy of Organization Flows with Physical Flows
The basic flow transmission element is the pipe. In the context of this work, pipe is not the human solution for fluid transport, but an abstraction of reality. It is a generic access way for a generic stream, be it fluid, heat or information. Its main function is to ease stream. As the best relation between perimeter and surface is the circle, this form is very common in nature.
It also need to prevent other types of material enter in the stream. It assures the needed free volume for the stream. Other types of material are contaminants and may plug the pipe. In some natural occurrences, a physical barrier performs this function, like in animal veins or air ways. In others, a conjunction of natural forces does this function, like in a river. In a river, the ground physical properties, allied to gravity, holds ground particles in place. Otherwise, water flow would carry away those ground particles and plug the river. In a flexible hose, the internal pressure plays this role, assuring the internal free volume.
The last function is to mitigate flow losses. If the pipe loses part of flow in the way, the destination starts to receive less stream, degrading the flow. If the destination does not receive the needed flow, it withers and may cease to exist. In animal body, an example is blood loss. Again, a physical entity or by a conjunction of natural forces may perform this function. In a flexible hose, the watertight material plays this hole. In electricity conduction, the absence of a conductive media prevents electrons from going out of the wire. Interest rates and depreciation relate time and credit, so, people say time is money. Information needs a delay for production, transmission and understanding and that delay relates information to time. It sometimes takes many years to produce the detailed design of a complex system, like commercial plane or a nuclear submarine.
For practical reasons, realization of things needs information like plans, projects and orders as people need to know what clients expect to act correctly.
Conversely, people may evaluate past realizations to bring more information about how to improve performances for the future. This experience feedback refines the competence of the people and institutions in charge of the realization.
Last, but not least, realization may bring credit such as titles, payments in money and public recognition. As everything has risks and uncertainties, people tend to trust more who has entitlements and proved competence to lead new realizations. Furthermore, it is always necessary to pay for raw materials, training and tools before realizing something. This way, one may say both that realization may bring credit and realization needs credit. When people pay for tools, training and raw materials, it is investment. Figure 2 To mitigate flow losses, a solution is to impose protocols. Protocols need to be known by both sender and receiver. Protocols may help to keep data integrity, contributing to make the receiver get all information needed to act.
For the credit channel, it is important to ease the credit attribution. This Open Journal of Applied Sciences Table 1 shows the analogy between the pipe element functions with information and credit channels functions. Table 2 shows the constructal law flows found for each domain, like physical domain, biological domain and social domain. Constructal law also applies to biology. Genes morph in the sense they ease their own flow into new generations, which is a new way of telling Darwinian evolution theory. It is a try to present a unified law about systems development.
Animal Mind Instincts and Their Effects
This chapter theorizes about animal brain drives due Darwinian evolution. Hu- The sole probability of the firm obliging people to leave makes them uneasy and rebellious. Attachment makes people ask for very high salaries to compensate for this psychological pain. Attachment is a biological drive, so even if a person believes in freedom and short contracts, there is anger when the institution ends the contract.
Filial piety is the biological drive of protecting individuals in the same bloodline. This is observable in many mammals, like monkeys and lions. This is fundamental to allow genetic propagation. Knowing that parents and sons protect themselves, it generates an automatic credit attribution, but it may be a problem Open Journal of Applied Sciences of unreal credit attribution. In fact, hereditary power transmission is universal.
And this generates succession crisis that often destroys firms or even societies.
Rebellion is the biological drive to kill the alpha male and replace him. It is hostility against powerful entities. The powerful entity may be the group, the es- Greed is the desire of obtaining resources that the individual does not need in the moment. It is interesting from a Darwinian point of view because it leads to accumulation of resources which may be useful in future. However, it may drive people into conflicts, breaking both information and credit flows. Greedy people do not want to share anything, information included. They want to get resources out of view of the group. They tend to negate credit or reduce credit given to others. They have the temptation to rob resources from others. Yet, greed is one of the main drives of social development.
The most dangerous instinct for institutions is indifference or apathy. It is a capability of blocking a desire after being convinced it is not possible or it has Open Journal of Applied Sciences learn how to channel out the desires leading to that behavior. Concluding this part, institutions must develop the instinctive drives in people. Ill directed apathy may mean organizational death and institutions need also to channel drives to prevent disruption of credit or information flows. If people see personal advantage in disrupting information and credit flows, it is sure a part of them is going to do so. In the big numbers, in absence of institutions blocking self-rewarding behaviors, it is sure there will be enough people to block credit or information flows within an organization. But if there are methods, supernatural beliefs or punishments preventing credit and information disruption, people keep working together. If people cooperate, they can transform the world according with their desires.
Solutions to Counter Natural Flow Blocking
Societies created many solutions to allow credit and information flows. Before development of science, many of those solutions were based on supernatural statements. One of them is the divine punishment concept. The divine punishment implies the existence of a supernatural entity, God, which is seeing people actions all the time. This God takes notes, and, upon death of everyone, He passes judgments according deeds. Ancient Egypt explored this concept, described in the Egyptian book of the dead. This idea prevented Egyptian people from killing, adultery, lies, and other deeds that would cause suffering on others.
But supernatural beliefs never worked alone. The concept of transparency always is present. Transparency is the right of doubting without proof. Transparency obliges the claimer or accuser to give proof and show to unrelated people the correctness of information he/she provides. Other solution is the adoption of methods or rituals to take major decisions. Those rituals were formal meetings where every person had opportunity to talk before the decision. This way, making intrigues was very difficult. Eventual liars were severely punished. This was the precursor of redundant supervision. Another concept is the relevance filtering, which let enter in channel only information which may bring profit.
Accountability typically reduces the loss of data in communication. The sender is usually responsible for assuring the receiver understood the message. Protocols with checks also help to keep information integrity. Channel redundancy, segregation and independence are other solutions.
To ease communication and to reduce data loss, many societies created written language. Technological development brought better materials and better written languages. Nowadays, digital technology allows so huge information flows that the limit is in human brain. Open Journal of Applied Sciences Table 3 presents the summary of solutions typically adopted by societies throughout history. 
Results
This chapter presents some case studies to illustrate the constructal law concept applied to institutional analysis.
Scientific Community Analysis
Scientific community evolved since Greek philosophers down present day. It kept some elements from Aristotle and included other elements from other philosophers down to present day. This work focuses current scientific method.
Science is singular because it restricts itself to mind entities, as it produces nothing but ideas or information. It is a perfect example of credit and information flow. On the other hand, the credit attribution is rigorous and limited to facts.
Scientists give no credit without an earlier contribution and independent evaluators checks every contribution. Every researcher must recognize and cite earlier works. Promises of future work give no right to credit within science.
Credit loss is also a serious matter. Plagiarism interdiction is a core scientific value. Scientific community forbid authors from claiming to themselves a discovery from another researcher. There are multiple channels to divulgate a discovery. That means no individual has the possibility to prevent somebody of divulgating an idea. This means science limits every researcher in decision options.
In case of important decisions, like in a thesis defense, multiple people, ideally unrelated, vote in a public and open event. A single person may denounce a fault, but only a committee can carry out the condemnation. Table 4 presents the summary about science solution to improve credit and information flows.
According with the proposed constructal law of institutions, the conformity of science with such functional requirements explains the expansion of scientific community and its impact on human society. Recent improvements on these functions show that scientific community is in expansion. It should saturate by according to weather and other conditions. The place where dances occur inside the hive is also best to ease the information flow (at the hive entrance) [12] .
Honey Bee Analysis
Collective mistakes can be fatal for a colony. So, when a scout reports a finding, a limited number of other bees go check the information. This is analog of redundant supervision and transparency in human society. Many scouts may
give different information at the same time. This seems human free speech.
However, bees judge from excitement of the scout how good is the new finding.
They also seem to be able to judge with some information seems incredible. In some experiment, bees refused to follow scouts to a sugar water in the middle of a lake, placed there by the researcher [16] . Last, but not least, bees report only high profitable nectar sources [12] , which seems a relevance filter.
To mitigate data loss, bees adopt redundant information channels. One channel is the odors. Other channel is dances, which give directions in relation to sun. There is more than one type of dances, like waggle dance and tremble dance.
The credit system, based in odors, is quite simple and robust. It allows prompt recognition of the kin members. Bees also give credit to information coming from scouts and search for the high profitability sources reported.
No individual has the possibility of taking decisions by the hive, characterizing a credit limitation. For instance, when the swarm needs to find a new home, scouts report sites. Those sites are cross-checked by others. Progressively, the number of bees visiting the best site grows up to the moment the colony decides to move in [15] . That means bees give immediate credit to information coming from scouts, but only choose a site after visiting personally some options. Reference [13] also showed that pheromones (transmitted by mouth to mouth feed-Open Journal of Applied Sciences ing) regulates the work distribution. Older bees working outside feed mouth to mouth younger bees which work inside colony. This transmits a pheromone that prevents younger bees of becoming an external worker. If the proportion of external worker drops due natural death, younger bees become external workers.
Therefore, if there is a high mortality of external workers, the colony reacts fast, keeping adequate work flow. So, pheromones (a part of their credit system) is closely related with production. The evaluation of performance affects also queens. If they do not perform well, the workers prepare a successor, in a process called queen supersedure [17] . Again, the individual receives credit only for its production.
The credit loss is very limited once odors are very robust. Their genes do not drive them into conflict, so the conflict level between individuals is very low [12] . It is a parallel of etiquette effect in higher primates. Another parallel is the policy of elimination of eggs not laid by the queen. All bees may potentially lay drone eggs, but very few do so. Only the queen may lay female eggs, which may be another queen or worker. Such rule (queen procreation monopoly) has a parallel in human state monopoly. The queen role is quite limited. The decisionmaking process is such that a single individual cannot introduce significant bias.
Therefore, bees process and check any information. Another interesting aspect is that every worker receives credit from others. This means a certain universality of rules inside the colony. Table 5 shows honeybee solutions to assure credit and information flows.
Roman Empire Downfall Analysis
The Roman Empire fall is a very complex subject. There are controversies about its causes and even if it was fall or a complex cultural transformation. Beyond interpretations, there are objective facts which anyone may obtain from primary sources. Theoretically, if any organization needs credit and information flows to survive, their disruption means organization decline and death. Knowing that Table 5 . Honeybee solutions to assure credit and information flows. was different from used language. Those elements give an idea that communication should be difficult in late Roman Empire. Next, it is important to see how good the late Roman Empire was at reducing false or irrelevant data. For instance, when Alaric tried to negotiate with Honorius, but the messenger inflated his demands and Honorius responded with insults, which the messenger reported verbatim to Alaric. Another example was Constantius's habit of granting to his immediate entourage the estates of persons condemned of capital charges. Those close to the emperor gained a strong incentive to stimulate his suspicion of plots. In a general manner, in the late Roman Empire, use of proper judgments with right to defense declined. People started to seek their goals by intrigues and assassination. This introduced lies as people next to those in power saw profitable opportunities in doing so.
Roman authorities seemed also little worried about loss of data. They trusted completely on court members. Unlike republican periods, when institution enforced independent supervision, the late Roman Empire did not care much about it.
The material fact is that use of currency reduced in late Roman Empire. One scholar identifies a great increase in the purchasing power of gold, two and a half fold from 274 to the later fourth century, which may be an index of growing economic inequality between a gold-rich elite and a cash-poor peasantry [18] .
Unrealistic credit also became the norm. The emperor, before the first among equals, became god-like. Emperors from Aurelian (reigned 270 -275) onwards openly styled themselves as "dominus et deus" (lord and god), titles right for a master-slave relationship. The richest senatorial families were immune from most taxation and engrossed increasingly of the available wealth and income. Those families also became divorced from any tradition of military excellence. They had money not because they produced goods, but because laws assured their position. From the foundation of Rome till the reign of the Emperor Gratian, the infantry wore cuirasses and helmets. But negligence having introduced relaxation of discipline, the soldiers seldom put it on. Therefore, the soldiers, yet having military titles, were neither trained nor able to enter combat.
Finally, and the clearest was the incapability of Roman Empire of reducing the credit loss. Corruption, in this context the diversion of public finance from the needs of the army, may have contributed to the Fall. The rich senatorial aristocrats in Rome itself became increasingly influential during the fifth century; they supported armed strength in theory but did not wish to pay for it or to offer Open Journal of Applied Sciences their own workers as army recruits. The army lost its credit source. Repeated attempts to economize on military expenditure included billeting troops in cities, where they could less easily exert military discipline and could more easily extort from civilians. Official cruelty, supporting extortion and corruption, may also have become more commonplace. People started to lose their wealth by lack of state violence monopoly. For the poor, the weight of taxes made still more oppressive by the intricate or arbitrary modes of collection. The taxes for the poor (the rich had less taxes) caused credit loss and impoverishment. The justice was partial. Contemporary people perceived universal corruption. Corruption increased the influence of the rich and aggravated the misfortunes of the poor. The riches have turned the public exactions to the increase of their private fortunes. They made the tax indictions their opportunity for plunder. It caused credit loss of the legal system at the eyes of the poor. The establishment of Christian orthodoxy led to official and private action against pagans and non-orthodox Christians. Christianity became the religion of any ambitious civil official. This led to loss of credit to pagans and non-orthodox Christians families, breaking the universality principle. Under Constantine the cities lost their revenue from local taxes, and under Constantius II (r. 337-361) their endowments of property. At a local level, from the early fourth century, the town councils lost their property and their power, which often became concentrated in the hands of a few local despots beyond the reach of the law. Therefore, decision makers became less limited. Within the late Roman military, many recruits and even officers had barbarian origins. There are records of soldiers using possibly-barbarian rituals such as elevating a claimant on shields. This means a breach in collective rituals enforcement and may have led to distrust and credit losses. Altogether, those credit losses led poor people into bagaudae. Official Imperial viewpoint told they were bands of brigands who roamed the countryside looting and pillaging. Reference [19] interprets the most completely assembled documentation about bagaudae, finding them as impoverished local free peasants, reinforced by brigands, runaway slaves and deserters from the legions. This population was trying to resist the labor exploitation and military systems, and all manner of punitive laws and levies. This way, the Empire lost more of its credibility as it could not protect citizens. This led to further impoverishment and stop of trade. Table 6 shows the summary of facts about credit and information flow in Roman Empire.
Concluding, there is evidence that those social changes were avoidable. It 
Discussion
The first part is to discuss the underlying assumptions. The first assumption was Open Journal of Applied Sciences [20] . Furthermore, physical characteristics are very similar, which may allow us to assume a general similarity in mind aspects too. However, it is possible that executions and other forms of social punishment created an artificial selection, changing human mind faster than natural selection.
The second assumption is that human brain derives from animal brain per Darwinian evolution and instincts are psychological drives useful in wild life.
Such assumption is in line with a proven theory and this work takes it as quite robust.
The third assumption is that institutions are like genes (mold organization behavior and change slowly over time). Such assumption is the basis of institutional theory and entrepreneurship theory [2] [3] [4] and it seems quite robust given the depth many have explored such theories.
The fourth assumption is agency sources are instincts and institutions individuals bring from external organizations, while knowledge and creativity enables agency [4] . Although this assumption may not be so robust as the others, it seems quite reasonable. If this assumption is incomplete (of even false) it does not invalidate this work, but part of analysis in Section 3.2.
It is important to note that there are imprecisions in official history, despite an analysis may assess some objective facts. There are also moral unwritten rules that may act as noise. For instance, if people believe it is mandatory to believe blindly in family and friends, transparency becomes a taboo. Superstitions may also weight in decisions and history may not record them officially. Therefore, just by looking for written customs and laws may be incomplete. This work rejects fatalist views that individuals cannot change institutions of their time. People did not do so because they ignored the constructal law of institutions. There is an evidence for that in history. In ancient China, there was an empire which fell, dividing in some kingdoms. Its case was similar with Roman Empire which divided in two. Scholars calls this period the "warring states." An institutional entrepreneur called Shang Yang was able to convince a provincial leader to adopt some reforms. Those reforms were successful and, in the delay of one year, that province became rich. Soon it imposed a major defeat to one main kingdom. Few generations after, that province reached empire reunification. As it gave better life to people, emigration to Chin weakened neighbor countries [21] .
An analysis may understand as flow improvements. He described a society in a state very similar to the late Roman Empire. He advocated simple and understandable laws, known by everybody. Shang Yang reforms ended rewards for unproven ideas, instated punishment for connivance with crimes and enforced redundant and independent supervision. He created a credit system based on titles that were at once attributed upon objective criteria. Food production or military victory decided attribution of political roles and titles. Every person had to obey the law, the king included, and the role of the king was very limited [21] .
Conclusions
Constructal law seems to adhere to institutions inside organizations as genes in- In steady state, constructal law of institutions predicts a single country tend to achieve global economic unification, orienting every economy in the world toward it. Political unification, within a totalitarian state, may also be a fateful destiny because the most improved flow system tends to destroy its competitors.
Further work could be more checks on history of societies (or firms) ascension and fall using quantified data. Of course, an index may quantify how much a society protected information and credit flows adding points to each institution with this finality. The received taxes (or firm earnings) may give a measure of realization. With both data, it may be possible to check the correlation between flows and realization. Another field of research could be the time response of human societies given an institutional change or set of reforms.
